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                "an artist
                 takes upon a canvas white for
                     here hides no deeds made dark
              nor mistakes then light
              white is a place where honesty lays
                     and upon that space a story..."

                     STRETCHED - Dotty Mernit



OVER WHITE AS A TRAIN CLACKS DOWN THE TRACKS:

MALE VOICE
Hey, do you know Bin Laden?

SECOND MALE VOICE
Did she.

MALE VOICE
Did you know him?

beat( )
You know this is America, right?

SECOND MALE VOICE
Ask her- tell her to go home.

MALE VOICE
Did you hear me?

Nothing.

MALE VOICE (cont'd)
You speak English?

SECOND MALE VOICE
...take the thing off her head.

The sound of a slight SCUFFLE.

SECOND MALE VOICE (cont'd)
Just rip it off her, Dude.

The SCUFFLE resumes-

MALE VOICE
Go back home to Al-Qaeda, Bitch-

SECOND MALE VOICE
Wait- dude, she has a knife!

The man GROWLS in pain- another SCREAMS-

SECOND MALE VOICE (cont'd)
She stabbed him! Help! Someone-

A train ALARM goes off and suddenly all this white gives way
to an avalanche- this is snow and- as the powder settles-

An ominous, black cave remains, jagged like a maw... then...

A tiny, green light at the base of the cave switches to red.

ACROSS THE BLACK: upon a canvas white



EXT. GATES OF THE ARCTIC RESEARCH STATION - DAY

The SCREAMING cuts out immediately, ceding to HOWLING WIND-

This long-neglected, U-shaped cabin is already half-buried in
snow, the fresh drifts just insult to obvious injury- 

While the cabin might have held up to thirty people in its
prime, its prime has long since come and gone. Everything
here is a mix of rotted wood and stained, cold concrete-

A light blinks on in a tiny window at the building's rear.

The SLOSHING of water- HANDS BEING RINSED and then-

INT. FEMALE LIVING QUARTERS - AMARA’S BEDROOM

An Iraqi woman, AMARA (30s), dressed only in a stark white
tank top and white gymnast tights with the heel and toes cut
out is prostrated on a mat, deep in Salah.

We see her only from behind for now, her face none of our
business... she did not come all this way for prying eyes.

She sits back on her legs, palms against her knees.

Half of her head is shaved to the scalp, her breath clouding
the modest, icy room. A bowl of hot water does the same.

There is nothing else to this space. A bed and sheets. Books...

And a blue butterfly framed and pinned for entomological display.

She turns her head to the right to whisper a prayer... and
folds with a sudden wave of emotion, her back hiding a sob.

This moment is sterile, this entire region bright and white and
unflinching. Unless otherwise noted, it always looks like day.

THE HALLWAY

Amara, in a flannel now, glides past an emergency exit at the
end of the hall and straight through this antiquated facility-

Past the open doors of long-abandoned bedrooms- a closet-

Out of habit, she flips the light switches as she moves-

CLICK-CLICK-CLICK..!
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This place is near-dead, electricity to a minimum. Sans
light, there is ample space here for gloom. At hallway's end-

THE LIVING ROOM

This room is a pit of retro-masculinity:

Antlers and taxidermy and posters of bygone sports heroes-

Nude, full-bush centerfolds pinned between them-

Bolt-action rifles over the fireplace, a pile of firewood-

Well-worn couches split to the foam-

A tower of dusty beer cans stacked atop a hulking Magnavox-

Beside the TV a closet, likely packed with more bullshit and-

On the only wall without tits, sports or a television-

A trio of old diving suits not worth trusting your life
to... and at the room's center, a large, round diving hole.

It's edged in rubber like a boat, the hole wide enough for a
belly flop. The water is nightmarishly dark and just as cold.

Two fishing poles are set against it, Amara tending to both.

She looks small in this room, the simple task of checking the
lines for fish a tiny refuge from the surrounding testosterone.

THE KITCHEN

Like everything, the kitchen is made to accommodate a crowd-

The walk-in fridge looks like it could withstand a bomb and-

The stove could feed an army. Amara's fish SIZZLES atop one
burner and a dented silver coffee pot WHISTLES atop another.

Just past her, another hallway for the men's living quarters-

She is graceful inside this space- gathering milk and sugar
and sprinkling spices atop her fish- gliding as she goes-

She moves like someone trained to control her body and-

Through the open doorway in which we spy her-

A blur of tiny, glowing green light bulbs arranged in a grid.
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THE ELECTRONIC PANEL

While the SOUNDS of Amara's cooking continues, we have a look:

This thing is excessively large- like something from a 1950s
sci-fi film. All bolts and green steel, it runs the entire wall-

From top to bottom in a clean grid, glowing green light bulb-

Beneath every bulb- there are dozens- hand-written coordinates.

A busted rolling chair sits in front of this panel, ready for
anyone bored enough to give these bulbs a good, long look...

Perhaps someone should- one of the bulbs is red.

THE KITCHEN

Amara sits on a high bar stool at the butcher-block counter-

Her food- fish, coffee, salt shaker- everything arranged just-so.

This could be a painting on a gallery wall: "Peace Incarnate."

Then-

The cabin CREAKS... she closes her eyes, the moment ruined-

FOOTSTEPS SHUFFLING across the facility-

Through the hallway of the men's living quarters-

They stop... a GRUNT... a soft, but distinct FART...

She hurries to scoop up her meal, slipping off her stool as-

A sleepy OLD MAN in red, long-john underwear stops in the doorway.

This is DUTCH (70s), bent-legged and bewildered as she blows
on out and settles into the rolling chair, making a big
production out of setting herself up at the control panel.

He thinks to say something and then doesn'... they mostly
never do. Shrugging, he steps into the kitchen and consider
the dead fish she has left on the counter for him.

AMARA

She looks away just before he looks up with a thankful smile-
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Dutch grabs a fillet knife and stops at the stove to inspect
the abandoned coffee pot. Dare he try? He lifts it- shakes-

EMPTY.

Amara looks away again just before he looks back, pleasure
writ all over her face. This is mostly how it goes. Except-

Dutch GRUNTS and returns to his fish, cutting it as-

Amara double-takes on the panel. And the red light-

Oh. Fuck.

DUTCH

He's pretty pleased with his meal- tomatoes, dill, burnt fish-

-a hot cup of coffee!

There's a little light in his eyes now and nevermind his
thin hair, still bent and shaped like his pillow.

He looks out towards the living room to boast of his work, but-

Amara is gone, the electronic panel abandoned.

He sags, but only just a little. The victory is still his.

Dutch twists some fresh pepper atop his fish and- and-

The salt is gone. He turns around-

THE ELECTRONIC PANEL

Dutch limps to the panel, where Amara's abandoned dishes are
picked clean and stacked and waiting for his ass to get gone.

The salt is there too, and Dutch stoops to grab it, but-

He double-takes on the panel. And the lights. He reaches out-

A STRIP OF BLACK ELECTRICAL TAPE

Dutch peels it back, revealing... a bulb. The red one.

THE LIVING ROOM

Dutch looks all kinds of frazzled again-
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His bed-head, the long-john underwear and that salt shaker-

Surrounded as he is by all that macho crap hung upon the
walls, he looks just as small as Amara here. Maybe moreso.

Dutch glances at the red light again, then back out across
the room, a cowardly expression hung upon his face.

THE HALLWAY

It looks just as quiet as ever, not a sign or peep of Amara.

DUTCH

He CLEARS HIS THROAT like he means to brave a word but-

AMARA (O.S.)
-leave it the fuck alone.

Everything now is awkward... he looks back at the light again,
sets the salt back down. Waits. It takes a moment to gather it
up- to muster enough courage to clench inside his jaw.

PRE-LAP: THE SOUND OF A SNOWMOBILE STRUGGLING TO START

AMARA'S ROOM

She lays atop her bed, straining to verify what she hears-

Outside, the SNOWMOBILE ENGINE FINALLY TURNS AND RUMBLES.

Amara stills and closes her eyes... takes a deep breath...
and shivers with something. Fear. Rage. Sorrow. Everything.

EXT. GATES OF THE ARCTIC RESEARCH STATION

Amara trudges outside, hastily dressed for the cold, just as-

The snowmobile ZIPS out of sight, the SOUND FADING in the
distance until... she watches- somewhere out there- he stops.

Motherfucker. She shakes her head and marches off after Dutch.

GATES OF THE ARCTIC NATIONAL PARK

The duo rides across the terrain on the snowmobile-
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Crisp and stark- the all-consuming white is almost blinding.
They weave through white-capped trees, over hard, white hills-

From overhead, they’re almost indistinguishable, just a tiny
speck across an otherwise desolate corner of the world-

The speck races towards a faint, glowing green light.

ON THE SKI OF THE SNOWMOBILE

It races past a short pole, topped with a glowing, green bulb-
this corresponds with another back at the electronic panel. 

BEHIND THE SNOWMOBILE 

It SPUTTERS and stalls along the edge of a bluff.

The two are still until... Dutch slumps against the windshield.

Amara swings a leg over and marches back the way they came.

DUTCH
I'll get her going again- it's just-
when I get extra weight on her,
she... well, not you. I mean you
don't weight a lot, I just mean-

Amara pays him absolutely no mind. He climbs off, calls out-

DUTCH (cont'd)
Amara.

A light snow falls around them, her retreat a CRUNCHY one.

DUTCH (cont'd)
Might not even be a thing, you know?

She doesn't answer, her words like a personal mantra-

AMARA
to herself( )

Then leave it the fuck alone.

He scowls and waves her off, setting to work on the snowmobile.

CRUNCH-CRUNCH-CRUNCH-

She doesn't look back, Dutch shrinking behind her... and
then the snowmobile GROWLS to life. He fixed it.

She wilts- turns- watching as Dutch takes off without her. Again.
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She pursues, but it's lost as we move towards the bluff-

Across a broad, desolate valley wiped entirely in white...
tiny green lights dot the entire landscape, every one of
them marked somewhere on the electronic panel in the cabin.

Further still, past all this-

As the ROAR OF THE SNOWMOBILE stills, likely for Amara-

THE DEVIL'S HORNS

Two jagged mountains, curled like hellish horns and-

Between their peaks- the biggest tree in the preserve. Godlike. 

At the base of all this- the deep, black cave from the opening.

Just beside the opening, so faint you can hardly see it-

THE RED GLOWING LIGHT

It stands crooked in the snow. In the distance- the snowmobile.

THE MOUTH OF THE CAVE

Dutch decelerates, the snowmobile dwarfed by this darkness.

He kills the engine, its SOUND ECHOING somewhere beyond.

He looks back at Amara, her neck straining to take it all in.

DUTCH (O.S.)
Well?

She snaps out of it, stiff with stubborn disinterest. 

AMARA (O.S.)
Well, it's a cave.

AMARA AND DUTCH

Dutch gets off the snowmobile and stops on the edge of the
opening. The air WHISTLES around the rim, blowing specks of
white snow across the foreboding, dark hole...

DUTCH
Just seems like something.
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He looks back, inviting her to look for herself. She stays put.

AMARA
So stick a piece of tape over it.

He LAUGHS, but she wasn't aiming for it. He notices. Fumbles-

DUTCH
It's our job to ring him up.

AMARA
You want all that noise here?

DUTCH
Well.

AMARA
Yes or no.

DUTCH
Well, it's not like that-

AMARA
You come out here for your resume?

DUTCH
No.

AMARA
You want a pat on the back-

DUTCH
Now stop-

She gets off the snowmobile and marches until they're squared.

AMARA
No one gives a shit about a cave.

DUTCH
Now okay- you said about enough-

AMARA
I said enough to make you stop?

He hangs his head, his taste for conflict down around his feet.

DUTCH
...he's my friend.

Amara LAUGHS. Cold and condescending.
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AMARA
If we had any of those, we wouldn't
be all the way out here.

Dutch turns and walks towards the snowmobile without a word.

Amara rolls her eyes and takes a good, long look inside the
cave... and the cave takes a good, long look back at her...

Her face changes- does she see something? Hear something?

PRE-LAP: THE FAINT, ALMOST INAUDIBLE SOUND OF A HELICOPTER

AMARA

The same expression as before, only the location has changed.

INT. AMARA'S ROOM

The helicopter is LOUDER AND CLOSER, enough to have
interrupted her Salah. She sits atop her legs, palms to knees.

A moment... she takes a breath, trying to ignore it, but-

She stands and SNAPS her mat across the room.

ON THE FLAT, WIDE-EYED STARE OF A DEAD STAG

A broken comb of broom bristles swats dust off its nose-

And a generous slip of rotten fur breaks off with it-

THE LIVING ROOM

Dutch COUGHS and damn near chokes on the filth-

DUTCH
Eck- that ain't right..!

He tosses the broom and HACKS rotten fur into his sleeve as-

THE HELICOPTER SOUNDS CLOSE ENOUGH TO CRASH INTO THE CABIN.

THE HALLWAY

Amara, dressed in black sweatpants- and a gory, well-worn
Metallica sweatshirt- walks into the living room- freezes.
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Dutch has completely reorganized the room. In fact- the top
of the fireplace flickers with ornate, scented candles.

Nope! She BLOWS out every single one without a thought-

Dutch, dressed for Texas church in a pressed shirt and clean
jeans tucked inside his boots, comes out of the kitchen with
his mouth agape. The HELICOPTER is deafening now, but still-

He comes up behind her to say his piece and-

She turns on him with something worse. It's probably best we
can't hear what she's hurling. She's pointing, he's blushing-

Backpedaling-

She hounds him all the way back into the kitchen and out of
sight, though the moment they slip away the WHIRRING cedes to-

THE KITCHEN

Full-tilt, HOLIDAY-LEVEL REVELRY here- all kinds of NEW
FACES are seated or standing around the butcher block
countertop, every one of them eating-

More than half of them drinking- LAUGHING and YELLING-

CLAYTON HOWARD (60s), a good-natured eccentric and owner of a
once-prosperous hotel chain, holds court in a kitchen spotlight-

CLAYTON HOWARD
Now isn't this just a barrel?

JAMES HOWARD (40s), an ivy-league kid with a chip on his
shoulder and an eye on his father's ailing fortune, picks at
his food. And everyone present.

JAMES HOWARD
Sure- sure- could have also done this
little high school reunion at a
Sizzler and saved a few thousand, Dad.

The COLONEL (60s), a veteran of dubious accolades and a
towering, preening prick, chomps on steak as he yammers.

THE COLONEL
Told you not to let him hang on your
wife's tit for so long, Clayton.

Clayton CLAPS and grits his way through the blue bile, as usual-
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